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SECTION E - SCOPE OF SERVICES

1.0 Scope of Work

Lake-Sumter State College (LSSC) Information Technology, located at 9501 US Highway 441, Williams-Johnson Bldg., Leesburg, FL 34788 is seeking qualified sources to refit of ALL A/V in certain Health-Science's Building, certain Building M rooms, and certain rooms in its Fine Arts building on its Leesburg Campus location. A/V and Multimedia requirements are detailed in this scope of work. The awarded contractor shall be responsible for all parts, labor, and all other associated apparatus necessary to completely install, test and turnover the multimedia systems detailed herein, to Lake-Sumter State College for acceptance. The awarded contractor must be an Extron Authorized Dealer, able to provide the full manufactures product and installation warranty. All cabling will be wire tied, clean, and sources labeled.

2.0 Objectives

2.1 Any necessary structural bracing in the ceiling for the A/V system is required to be installed by the bidder.

2.2 No alternative hardware for noted unit models will be accepted. In regards to wiring, bidders must have their own suspension system using bridle rings or J-Hooks.

2.3 The College shall determine the location of all wall controls and connections for all meeting rooms and classrooms.

2.4 Bidder's installer crews may arrive as early as 7:30 AM, when site is open for business. Bidder's installer crews may stay as late as required. However all lights shall be turned off and the doors will be shut when each work day is completed.

2.5 Bidder's installers may park in designated parking for all work crews. Parking in other areas of the campus is prohibited.

2.6 Bidder is required to provide their own equipment and shall not borrow other work crew’s equipment. Any lifts, ladders or other required equipment are the responsibility of the bidder.

2.7 All necessary cabling needed to connect the multimedia systems must be included to make the system functional. Plenum tie wraps are required. The College will make any necessary cut-outs in lecterns, if required.

3.0 Multimedia Classroom Requirements Year One: The following equipment shall be installed at each of the noted locations.

3.1 HSC Building Phase One - Room 116

3.1.1 (1) ICP 505 - IPLink Controller
3.1.2 (1) TLP 350MV - 3.5 Touch Screen
3.1.3 (1) SMB 303 Surface Mount for Touch Screen
3.1.4 (1) MVC121 - Audio Input Mixer with DSP
3.1.5  (1) IN1508 – 8 Input Scaling Switcher
3.1.6  (1) Tascam DV-D01U Pro DVD Player with R232 Control
3.1.7  (1) Epson PowerLite 1955 3 LCD Projector Model # V11H490020
3.1.8  (1) Epson PowerLite Wireless LAN Module (ELPAP07).
3.1.9  (1) Aver Media HD Document Camera Model # F-50.
3.1.10 (1) Spectrum Custom Masters Media Presentation Lectern #55344T with Monitor Arm Spectrum Furniture part #95509.
3.1.11 The vendor will supply turnkey system inclusive of all above listed equipment.
3.1.12 The vendor will paint and patch areas as needed.
3.1.13 The color of the lectern touchpad shall be black.

3.2  HSC Auditorium Phase One - Room 131

3.2.1  (1) ICP 505 – IPlink Controller
3.2.2  (1) TLP 710TV Touchlink Table Top Touchpanel
3.2.3  (1) Tascam DV-D01U Pro DVD with R232 Control
3.2.4  (1) DVI RGB 200 DVI to RGB Interface.
3.2.5  (1) IN1508–8 Input Scaling Switch.
3.2.6  (1) Epson PowerLite 1955 3 LCD Projector Model # V11H490020
3.2.7  (1) PTZ HD Webcam
3.2.8  (1) Epson PowerLite Wireless LAN Module (ELPAP07).
3.2.9  (1) Aver Media HD Document Camera Model # F-50
3.2.10 (1) Spectrum Custom Masters Media Presentation Lectern #55344T with Monitor Arm Spectrum Furniture part #95509.
3.2.11 (1) 42" Monitor mounted on the back wall to be activated for use by presenter for presentations. (The signal will be taken from the projector)
3.2.12 The Vendor will remove old V-Tel cameras and patch up the walls.
3.2.13 The vendor will supply turnkey system for all above listed equipment.
3.2.14 The vendor will paint and patch areas as needed.
3.2.15 The color of the lectern touchpad shall be black.

3.3  Fine Arts Building Phase One - Room FA-3

3.3.1  (1) Extron Custom PVS400 PoleVault System w/ 2 RGB-D Plus Plates. Composite Video Input, and Document Camera Input. Switcher-Amplifier, MLC Controller and 4 Speakers
3.3.2  (1) Extron External Wall Box White-Single Gang
3.3.3  (1) Draper Luma 10’ Screen 4x3 Aspect Ratio w/ Wall Bracket
3.3.4  (1) Chief Power Conditioner and Surge Protector
3.3.5  (1) Epson PowerLite Wireless Module (ELPAP07).
3.3.6  (1) Toshiba DVD-VHS player etc.
3.3.7  (1) Aver Media HD Document Camera Model # F-50
3.3.8  (1) 42" Inspiration Lectern - #5400CHBBW w/ flat panel monitor arm Spectrum Furniture part #95509
3.3.9  The vendor will supply turnkey system for all equipment.
3.3.10 The vendor will paint and patch areas as needed.

• Note: Room FA-3 does not need to have a projector installed. An Epson PowerLite 905 Projector, Model # V11H387020, is currently installed in the room.
3.4 Liberal Arts Building Phase One Room 2, 3, 5, and 7

3.4.1 (1) Extron Custom PVS400 PoleVault System w/ 2 RGB-D Plus Plates, Composite Video Input, and Document Camera Input. Switcher-Amplifier, MLC Controller and 4 Speakers
3.4.2 (1) Extron External Wall Box White-Single Gang
3.4.3 (1) Draper Luma 10' Screen 4x3 Aspect Ratio w/ Wall Bracket
3.4.4 (1) Chief Power Conditioner and Surge Protector
3.4.5 (1) Epson PowerLite 905 Projector Model # V11H387020.
3.4.6 (1) Epson PowerLite Wireless Module (ELPAP07).
3.4.7 (1) Toshiba DVD-VHS player etc.
3.4.8 (1) Aver Media HD Document Camera Model # F-50
3.4.9 (1) 42" Inspiration Lectern - #55400CHBBW w/ flat panel monitor arm Spectrum Furniture part #95509
3.4.10 The vendor will supply turnkey system for all equipment.
3.4.11 The vendor will paint and patch areas as needed.

3.5 Building M Phase One-Rooms 105, 106, 108, and 113

3.5.1 (1) Extron Custom PVS400 PoleVault System w/ 2 RGB-D Plus Plates, Composite Video Input, and Document Camera Input. Switcher-Amplifier, MLC Controller and 4 Speakers
3.5.2 (1) Extron External Wall Box White-Single Gang
3.5.3 (1) Draper Luma 10' Screen 4x3 Aspect Ratio w/ Wall Bracket
3.5.4 (1) Chief Power Conditioner and Surge Protector
3.5.5 (1) Epson PowerLite 905 Projector Model # V11H387020.
3.5.6 (1) Epson PowerLite Wireless Module (ELPAP07).
3.5.7 (1) Toshiba DVD-VHS player etc.
3.5.8 (1) Aver Media HD Document Camera Model # F-50
3.5.9 (1) 42" Inspiration Lectern - #55400CHBBW w/ flat panel monitor arm Spectrum Furniture part #95509
3.5.10 The vendor will supply turnkey system for all equipment.
3.5.11 The vendor will paint and patch areas as needed.